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of June Asquith made a strong effort to resume negotiations, but
the Authority was adamant. For six more miserable weeks the
dispute dragged on. The labour party in parliament kept urging
the government to intervene, but ministers saw no ground, and
a mid-July attempt at mediation failed. On the 23rd a labour
motion demanding intervention was rejected by 255 to 58; and
on the same day the L.G.G. decided that it could not feed the
dockers' school-children during the holidays. At the end of the
month the strike collapsed.
This abject failure, following the very limited success of the
miners, put an end for the time being to the strike-ferment in
England. It had lasted round about two years, and the workers
saw that they must give it a rest.
The year 1911 brought a good deal of legislation besides the
Parliament Act. There was a Shops* Act, which introduced the
principle of a legal weekly half-holiday; a Coal Mines' Act,
which consolidated and amended the law of its subject; a com-
prehensive Copyright Act, which arose out of the Berlin Copy-
right Convention (1908) and the report (1909) of a committee
appointed to advise on harmonizing the United Kingdom's law
with it; a Small Landholders* (Scotland) Act, which created a
Scottish Board of Agriculture and enacted much of the bill
rejected by the lords in 1907; an Official Secrets' Act, rendered
necessary by the growing extent of German espionage; and a
first Aerial Navigation Act empowering the home office to
prohibit the navigation of aircraft over prescribed areas. Besides
these measures there was Payment of Members and the great
National Insurance Act.
Payment of members had ranked officially, though vaguely,
as a liberal policy for twenty years, having been mentioned in
the tail of the Newcastle programme. But it was the Osborne
decision and the resulting plight of the labour party, which at
last brought it to the fore. On io August 1911 (the day on which
the lords passed the Parliament Bill) the house of commons,
after comparatively little discussion, established it by a mere
financial resolution on the basis of £400 a year for each member.
The legitimacy of the procedure was debated three days later;
but three modern precedents were cited for it; the earliest and
most interesting being from 1833, when the state's first grants to
aid elementary education had been established in this way.

